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WELCOME
On behalf of the Directors we would like to thank you for taking an interest in our new school for autism.
The Trust already has considerable expertise in meeting the needs of students with autism, and we are
committed to opening a school that delivers the very best in autism education.
The school aims to provide an excellent, stable, all-through education for Autistic Spectrum Condition
(ASC) students from 5 to 19 – a unique experience avoiding the need to transfer between different schools.
It will cater both for ASC students working below age related expectations with and without significant
Social Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) and those at or above age related expectations, with SEBD.
The principal aim of the school is to ensure that all students maximise their potential through:
•

developing the required skills that students will need to help them to progress through
education and achieve challenging academic targets through accredited courses;

•

providing a nurturing and stimulating environment where students learn
the skills required to lead a successful independent life;

•

growing to be a hub of excellence within Haringey and London
delivering training and research into the education of
young people with autism.

I hope you like what you read about the school.
Data Protection Act 2018 & GDPR
Heartlands High School uses an electronic visitor
system for logging/monitoringpurposes, security
and safeguarding measures, and to produce visitor
IDs (usingyour photograph). The information (data)
that you supply about yourself in operatingthis
system is known as personal data (which can include
sensitive personal data).The Trust’s legal bases for
using this data is Legal Obligation and Substantial
PublicInterest. This data is not disclosed to any third
party, processed to fulfil the purposesfor which it
was collected – and confidentially retained for sixty
(60) days, deleted thereafter.
If you have any questions about our practices in this
regard, please write to:The Data Protection Officer,
Heartlands Community Trust, Station Road,Wood
Green, London, N22 7ST or email office@heartland.
haringey.sch.uk.
Printed and published by: Heartlands Community
Trust,Station Road, Wood Green, London N22 7ST
© Heartlands Community Trust

Yours sincerely

Lucia Santi
Head of School
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THE TRUST
The Heartlands Community Trust is in a strong
position to create a successful new school for autism.
Its leadership team has already established a thriving
and popular secondary school, Heartlands High
School, which includes an oversubscribed provision
for autism. Our proposal, now, to expand our autism
provision as a separate school,
which can provide
continuity from

THE CONTEXT
age 5 to 19, builds on this success. The breadth of
skill and experience within our board of directors
and management team means we are well placed to
ensure the success of our new school.

Our new autism school will be an academy in the
heart of Haringey alongside and in partnership
with Heartlands High within the Heartlands
Community Trust. It follows a successful bid to the
free schools programme, supported by the
London Borough of Haringey, to meet local demand
for places. The school is currently in its pre-opening
phase with a planned opening date of September 2017.

“NEWLY ESTABLISHED
PROVISION FOR
STUDENTS ON THE AUTISTIC
SPECTRUM IS LED AND
MANAGED EXTREMELY WELL.
IT PROVIDES A SAFE AND
STRUCTURED ENVIRONMENT
FOR LEARNING.”

The school will be situated in Haringey with 104 places
Ofsted Report 2012
catering specifically for students with autism and SEMH,
Heartlands High School
wherever they might be on the spectrum of need: in total,
16 of these places will be for students who are High Functioning
and working at or above age appropriate levels. They are likely to
be students with social, emotional and mental health, that mean that
they are unable to succeed in the mainstream. The remaining majority
of students will be Complex to Moderate Autism students working below age
appropriate levels. There will therefore, be two specific departments.

We use the term Autistic Spectrum Condition (ASC) as we view autism as a condition that impacts
upon an individual due to their neurological differences, not as a disorder or dysfunction. The term Autistic
Spectrum Condition values the diverse talents and differences that our students have rather than a model
of deficiency. By taking students earlier from the age of five, and using specific strategies to enable students
to manage thier autism effectively and providing for them to nineteen, we can increase our interventions,
and prepare to support happy and succesful lives with as much independence as possible.
As part of the proposal we aim to close our current provision and move those students to the new
all-through school.
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RATIONALE

EDUCATIONAL VISION

Our rationale for opening an autism specific
all-through free school is to:

The Heartlands Community Trust aims to open a first choice local school for students with autism where
young people achieve outstanding outcomes. Our school will be governed by the core values of the Trust:

•

•

•

•
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meet the needs of students
most effectively by an ‘allthrough’ wide spectrum
approach to autism
education;
meet the local deficit
in places for Complex
to Moderate Autism
and High Functioning
students;
provide a high quality
consistent approach to
the teaching of students
with autism, ensuring that
they are taught by highly skilled
and competent staff through
a curriculum and resources that are
specifically designed to meet their needs;
respond to the demand and support from
local parents, the LA and local schools.

•

creating a commitment to learning in all of its students and accelerating progress;

•

operating with a strong moral purpose and upholding a commitment to equality and diversity;

•

being outward facing and seeking partnerships with others;

•

helping students to operate as effective, responsible and active citizens;

•

building leadership in students and staff.

INSPIRE
EXCELLENCE

ACCEPT
DIFFERENCE

SUPPORT
CHANGE

Our vision is for a school that will:
•

develop the required skills that students will need to help them to progress through education and
achieve challenging academic targets through accredited courses;

•

provide a nurturing and stimulating environment where students learn the skills required to lead
a successful independent life;

•

grow to be a hub of excellence within Haringey and London delivering training and research into
the education of young people with autism.
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THERAPIES
We offer a highly specialised and innovative therapeutic
curriculum model where students not only have access
to discrete therapeutic interventions from the team of
on-site therapists, but where therapies are embedded
across the curriculum to support students to generalise
communication skills and strategies for emotional
regulation into a range of different contexts.
The integrated therapy team includes Speech and
Language Therapists, Occupational Therapists and
a Well-being Team.
Each student is assessed by the therapy team
on admission to the school and will have an
individualised therapeutic programme to target
areas of need. This is regularly monitored and
reviewed by the team to ensure interventions are
best supporting individuals to make progress.
The therapy team provide input into the planning
of curriculum content and delivery and train
all teaching and support staff to ensure they have
up-to-date knowledge of the sensory, communication
and emotional differences and difficulties that may
impact on students due to their autism. Our staff team
are equipped to draw upon a range of therapeutic strategies
and interventions to offer empathetic and targeted support.
This model supports students to develop social communication and
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use safe strategies for emotional regulation throughout the school day, especially
around transitions which can be very difficult for students with ASC.
The school offers a total communication environment, which includes the use
of speech supported sign, visual and transactional supports and a highly visually
structured environment to support students to develop
functional communication and social understanding
and to communicate as independently as possible.
Speech and language therapy interventions
include: Lego Therapy, SmiLE Therapy, Social
Communication Emotional Regulation and
Transactional Support (SCERTS) and the Social
Skills Curriculum that is specially tailored to meet
individual areas of need.
The school also offers a low-arousal sensory
environment with access for all students throughout
the day to quiet and sensory spaces as well as equipment and exercises
that support students with sensory integration difficulties to regulate their
emotions. Occupational therapy interventions include: Sensory Integration
Programmes, Independence Skills, Motor and processing development,
use of environmental adaptations and equipment.
Therapeutic interventions are detailed in students’ Behaviour Support Plans as the
school recognises that all behaviours are acts of communication, be it a difficulty
in expressing a need, difficulty or emotion. Our interventions support students to
communicate with independence, dignity and a developing social awareness.
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SCHOOL FACILITIES

LIFE & INDEPENDENCE SKILLS

Heartlands New School for Autism will be located in
Haringey, within a purpose-built site. Students will
have access to state-of-the-art facilities and spaces.
The building will be constructed around the needs
of students providing a safe environment designed
with autism in mind.

The team at Heartlands already have considerable
skill in developing functional life and independent
skills and supporting students to generalise these
skills in a range of contexts.
Opportunities to develop these skills are embedded
into the curriculum across the school; from students
in the lower school selecting resources they need for
an activity, to secondary students exchanging money
at the tuck shop and sixth form students completing
Independent Travel Programmes.

Specific time will
be dedicated to this
within the curriculum.
Close work with families
to develop useful and
meaningful skills will be central
to our work.

As students move through the school
the emphasis moves to ensuring
successful transition to work or
college
post
19
and
supporting students in
making
that
move
successfully; actively
finding placements
with parents and
continuing support
following
any
transition.
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INCLUSION
Heartlands Autism Provision provides
a great deal more than excellent
specialised teaching for students who
are most affected by their autism.
The teaching and therapeutic
staff within the provision also
outreach to the mainstream
school and the many students
on the spectrum that require
support. We provide training
to the staff across the school
in order to ensure we are all
well equipped to cater for all
of our ASC population. This
very unique arrangement
means that Heartlands High
School caters for students
through all shades of the
autistic spectrum, providing
an
empathetic
environment
where students with autism can
learn to manage their needs and
achieve their potential.
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Our students have access to a highly specialised learning environment and curriculum specifically designed
to meet the needs of students whose autism impacts considerably on their communication and learning
needs. Throughout the day there are also many flexible opportunities for every student in the provision to
access inclusion in a variety of different ways.
•

Mainstream specialist teachers teaching provision classes

•

Provision students attending mainstream classes for particular areas
of interest or strength

•

Tutor times and assemblies with the whole school

•

Mainstream students also attend provision during break times

•

Accessing mainstream during break times and lunchtimes

•

Mainstream ASC students accessing the
provision for some teaching and therapeutic
opportunities
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BEHAVIOUR
The school places a key emphasis on positive and
pro-active behaviour support for our students.
We believe that successful behaviour support forms
the foundation for students’ social and academic
development and their ability to lead a full life both
within and beyond the school community.
The multidisciplinary team work closely with students,
their families, the wider community and external
support services to provide individualised behaviour
support. Each student has a Behaviour Support Plan
that draws on a range of strategies and therapeutic
interventions to meet their needs and aims.
The school’s ethos is paramount in the successful
management of behaviour and ensuring that all
members of the school community feel valued,
safe and respected: Inspiring excellence, accepting
difference and supporting change.
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Inspiring excellence:

Accepting Difference:

Supporting Change:

The school has high expectations for students to
make outstanding progress with behaviour and
recognises the importance of the role of each
member of staff in supporting students to achieve
this. Staff are committed to acting as role models
for students that can struggle to predict how to act
and behave in social contexts due to their autism, by
modelling and reinforcing positive and appropriate
means of communicating, interacting, expressing
emotions, behaving and problem solving.

Students with ASC can see and experience the world
in ways that are sometimes very different to their
neurological peers. Students may have particular
difficulties with predicting how to communicate
and behave in social settings. As such, we recognise
that all forms of behaviour should be interpreted
as an act of communication, which vary on an
individual basis. Following rigorous monitoring
and assessment, alternative means of achieving
the functions of behaviours are taught to support
students to communicate and have their needs met
safely and to develop an increasing understanding
of the social world.

Social communication and emotional regulation
are key factors in students’ ability to safely manage
the impact that autism has upon their social and
academic development with independence and
dignity. The school environment, curriculum and
highly trained staff team embed opportunities for
students to develop and practice communication
and regulation strategies throughout the school
day. Students are empowered to manage their own
behaviour with strategies and supports that develop
key areas of difference and can be generalised to
a range of contexts.

Students are supported in a calm, understanding
and respectful learning environment, which reflects
the team’s understanding of how autism may impact
upon a student’s behaviour and models our high
expectations for them.
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
DEVELOPING
THE SKILLS
TO SUCCEED

LEARNING
TO LEAD
INDEPENDENT LIVES

A CENTRE OF
EXCELLENCE FOR
STUDENTS WITH AUTISM

• For students with Complex to
Moderate Autism our expectations
of students are high. We know that
our students will have a medical
diagnosis of autism that they will
be severely enough affected by
their autism to be unable to
manage in a mainstream school
setting. However, we want them
to make as much academic progress
as they possible can. We achieve
this through a highly personal
curriculum based around the
needs of our young people

• A varied curriculum with a
range of ways to access learning
supplemented with lots of practical
life skills and training opportunities

• We want our staff and families to
be able to access a wide range of
training opportunities in order to
understand autism and how it can
affect the lives of people diagnosed.
We want our students to understand
how their autism impacts upon
them and find ways to celebrate its
benefits and overcome its barriers.
We have already developed exciting
partnerships with the Centre for
Research in Autism and Education
(CRAE) and we look forward to
seeing these partnerships develop

• For students with High Functioning
autism we would expect rates
of progress to be at least in line
with, and in many cases better
than, national expectations.
The demands on the autism
of these students will be greater
at the beginning of their school
career. However, we aim, through
ensuring a consistent therapeutic
approach and a consistent approach
to teaching and learning, to ensure
good rates of progress
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ENRICHMENT

• Capitalising on the students’
strengths and individual interests
to create a sense of success,
enjoyment for learning and
respect for individual needs,
catering for a wide spectrum
of needs in the school
• A range of therapeutic approaches
woven into a topic based syllabus
to support the demand of our
students’ autism
• A built and furnished environment
that is low arousal, flexible and highly
adaptable to individualised need

Activities will be designed to enable
students to develop physically,
emotionally and socially, with an
emphasis on independence and
enjoyment. Activities are staffed by
a consistent team that have a sound
understanding of students’ needs
and know how best to support them
towards independence in social
interactions and accessing activities.
Outside enrichment programmes
provide students with a range
of experiences. These will include
partnerships with sports and arts
organisations, colleges and education
providers and businesses providing
support and work experience opportunities.
There will be a range of lunchtime and after
school club activities including cooking club,
leisure club, lego club, arts and crafts, film and
fitness club. We make regular trips as part of the school
day and residential trips form part of the school curriculum.
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HOW WE DELIVER
DEPARTMENT 1
Complex to
Moderate Autism
• Classes of up to eight (supported by
a class teacher and support staff)
• On-site multidisciplinary team
• A stand-alone special school that has
good links with local mainstreams
• A curriculum that supports the
development of functional skills

DEPARTMENT 2
Higher Functioning Autism
with Complex Behaviours
• Classes of four (supported by a teacher
and two support staff)
• On-site multidisciplinary team
• The look and feel of a small
mainstream school
• A wide and varied curriculum that is
ASC friendly and supported by the
latest technologies
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AIMS
•

To understand the underlying functional and
communicative intent of behaviours in order to
respond consistently and positively to individuals;

•

To be reflective practitioners that view own
behaviour and responses as key to supporting
students in how to manage and self regulate;

•

Provide a safe, caring and nurturing learning
environment;

•

Empower students with strategies and supports
that develop emotional regulation, social
communication, independence and promote
self-esteem;

•

Treat all students
and fairness;

•

Support students to access the local community
successfully and safely;

•

To celebrate all students’ achievements;

•

To provide training, structures and support for all,
including working in partnership with parents.

with

respect,

dignity
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The Grove
22 Station Road
Wood Green
London, N22 7ST

The Grove @ St Mary’s
St Mary’s CE Primary School
Rectory Gardens
Hornsey
London, N8 7QN
office@heartlands.haringey.sch.uk
020 8826 1230

